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Unified Enterprise Management 

• What is this Unified enterprise management (UEM)?  

• Unified Enterprise Management is a management methodology that will help an organization implement a 
robust delivery model, which in turn can help realize all three aspects of business “Quality, Service and 
Value”. This methodology helps an organization identify, plan for and report what it does for core areas like 
Customer Focus, Organizational Focus and Quality for Continual Excellence, where this is part of a 
practice called “Show Casing for quality assurance and environmental management”. 

 

• What integral aspect can be associated with all initiatives for generative delivery models? 

• When it comes to compliance for standards or adherence for quality levels, safety and sustainability, 
organizations show their own trend setting.  

 

• AOEC & SSHGIEC projects that self-sustenance achieved through Unified enterprise management (UEM) 
can help different providers unify for the need for quality, safety and sustainability, which by itself is a 
complex view in the industry, i.e. different organizations with different learning curves and different 
policies for “quality assurance and environmental management”. 

 

• This handbook will deal with in-depth details of how this methodology can be implemented in an existing 
delivery model. 

 



Today just like the other countries, organizations in India too need to work in a sustainable  

manner, where policy formulation and organizational lifecycle practices need to deliver for triple  

bottom line benefits. AOEC & SSHGIEC’s Predictive Lifetime Model helps an organization  

publish showcase information, or subscribe for showcase information and even use this  

showcase information to deploy a Green Asset View which tells the world that the organization is  

quality conscious and also environmentally friendly.  

 

An  organization implementing this showcasing will have a Green Asset rating to tell the world as  

to how green (sustainable) it is when it comes to its development or quality of products and services. 

 

To activate this showcasing, AOEC & SSHGIEC propose that a new Unified Enterprise Desk  

model will need to be incorporated into the management culture. The Unified Enterprise Desk  

model will help develop continual excellence for 3 core areas i.e.  

 

1. A Customer Focus specific Continual Readiness 

2. An Organizational Focus specific Continual Readiness 

3. A Quality Service specific Continual Readiness  
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The 3 core areas and their family of delivery model specific processes i.e.  

 

1. A Customer Focus specific Continual Readiness 

 Sustainable marketing a management process  

 Know your customer (KYC for sustainability) 

 Networking for the customer (NFTC for Governance) 

 Unified Enterprise Desk Services 

 Emergency First-Aid Services (a connect to the Health Mission of India) 

 

2. An Organizational Focus specific Continual Readiness 

 SMART Business Model Program 

 Facility commissioning Program (for sustainable services) 

 Continual Performance Improvement Program 

 Disaster Management Program and Emergency Response Plan 

 Life Support Service Program 
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3. A Quality Service specific Continual Readiness 

 Towards Continually Excellent QoS 

 SMART Convergence and Business Curves Management 

 Environmental Management System 

 

What follows 

The section called the “Unified Enterprise Desk Model” in this handbook describes how this can  

be  done with enough information to help an organization setup a hub of operational excellence.  

 

Keeping in mind today’s fast changing technological landscape, the “Unified Enterprise Desk  

Model” focuses on developing a practices based sensorimotor that can help implement self- 

assessment, self-optimization, self-healing and self-protection for competitive but sustainable  

and quality conscious services. 
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What is a Unified Enterprise Desk model? 
  
The Unified Enterprise Desk model is a methodology-foundation that can help an organization ramp up for 
a new Quality management vision called SMART Convergence & self-sustenance in services via a 
specifically designed Help-your-business track.  
  
An organization can use the Help-your-business track to identify where the business is today and thereon 
decide on what the organization expects to improve for excellent QoS.  
  
The Unified Enterprise Desk model helps an organization implement an excellent QoS model and also helps 
make the delivery model robust, which in turn can help one realize all three aspects of business “Quality, 
Service and Value”. 
 
An organization interested in implementing the Unified Enterprise Desk model will need to setup a Unified 
Enterprise Desk. The Unified Enterprise Desk is like a “Service Desk in how it can be managed” but uses a 
track or selections of gap assessments that are crucial to the functioning of the business as it helps the 
organization manage its overall sustainability.   
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How can the Unified Enterprise Desk model? 
The Unified Enterprise Desk model will help an organization answer questions like: 
  
1. Does the management want to bring down the total cost of ownership of the business? Or is the 
management concerned about the increasing operating costs of running the business? 
  
2. Does the management want to manage SMART Convergence in the organization’s Business patterns/ 
Business Curves? 
  
3. Does the management need to make the facility/infrastructure productive, secure and reliable? Does 
the organization need to design, implement and adaptively improve its environmental management 
system to achieve reliability?  
  
4. Does the management need marketing to be more of a business vision enabler, more of a management 

activity that focuses on profit making and is also a socially beneficial process?   
 

5. Does the management need its Help desk or Service desk services to be more triple bottom line 

beneficial? 
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6. Does the management need its emergency services to be safe keeping in mind today’s changing 
environment / deteriorating resource levels? 
 
7. Does the management need its facilities to be commissioned from time to time to ensure they are safe 
and sustainable? 
 
8. Does the management need its (Corporate Social Responsibility initiative based) healthcare or wellness 
services model to account for the much expected infection control and also address the need to improve 
immunity or longevity in its human resources? 
 
9. Does the management need its departments/teams to holistically design, implement and improve a 
Disaster Management Program and Emergency Response Plan? Does  the  management  expect  to look 
beyond its everyday operations to fund or participate in Life Support Services? 
 
10. Does the organization’s IT infrastructure and its technology appear complex to the management? 

Would the management like a framework to change this equation?  
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What is the reasoning behind the Unified Enterprise Desk idea? 
The idea expects that organizations today may have well-designed foundations to manage quality, service 
and value of projects and products (i.e. the organization may already have a QMS framework, with a set of 
tools, techniques, methodologies, resources and procedures to manage the business lifecycle).  
  
With this understanding what will the Desk help achieve? 
The Unified Enterprise Desk helps determine what an organization needs to do for 3 core areas needed to 
design/develop a Show Case, or Green Asset View that indicates to the global business environment that 
the organization has a solution for overall quality via a Help-your-business track 
1.  A Customer Focus specific Continual Readiness 
 
2.  An Organizational Focus specific Continual Readiness 
 
3.  A Quality Service specific Continual Readiness, where each of these Readiness tracks help   
a.  Governance  
 
b.  Quality Management / Quality Assurance 
 
c.  Triple bottom line aware RADIUS of services - this is based on what AOEC & SSHGIEC terms as a self-
network profile based delivery model, where the organization delivers products and services with 
standardization for 
 Business Growth,  
 Business Development,  
 Balance/Sustained excellence,  
 Self-Healing/Autonomous Control,   
 More control of awareness and conditioning for performance 
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 How will the Help-your-business track integrate into an organization’s delivery model? 
 There will 3 core areas in the Help-your-business track for delivery models, where the inclusion of    
 core areas is done to incorporate unified enterprise management in the organization’s service  
 lifecycle. 
 

The Help-your-business track will be bundled in a one-stop interface called the Service  
Management Cart, where this interface will help an organization include self-assessments and  
performance improvement to work towards a synergetic delivery model (specific to the  
organization’s area of business). 
 
How can this track evolve or change to remain relevant? 
The Help-your-business track can continually include packages of self-assessments relevant to an  
organization’s LCIA profile which will be periodically evaluated for a I-catalog synergy that helps  
ensure an organization’s products and services are not only available, accessible, accountable,  
acceptable, affordable and effective but are also environmentally safe. To know more about the  
LCIA profile refer to the section that follows called “Improving your lifecycle assessment”. 
 
These packages called manageable activation packages will include knowledge based N-approaches  
(principles, heuristics, best practices) to deliver Autonomic Quality Control functions. 
 
An organization interested in continually adding or revising self-assessments for I-catalog synergy can do  
so by implementing a Unified Enterprise Desk project, which can be thereon managed by a dedicated  
(Activation Service Desk) team that ensures the track includes exemplary and up to date questioning to  
help achieve Zero Service Transformation Dimensions, where non-conformities, issues, sensitivity  

analysis, alerts, alarms, and notifications are tracked and addressed via Service SMART tickets.   
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How can an organization work towards being sustainable? 
 
To be sustainable, AOEC & SSHGIEC expects that an organization’s delivery model should be blue printable, 
where this means that a delivery model should be outlined keeping in mind a need for compliance, synergy 
and emergence, and this outlining should be holistically relevant for any business planning for growth, 
service improvement or market share capturing.  
 
The idea behind AOEC & SSHGIEC’s Service Management Cart is that it helps an organization decide upon 
its (blueprint) showcase, where different elements of vital importance can be added, modified or removed 
to suit the organization.   
 
What is the meaning of a delivery model blueprint?  
 
It is like its architectural equivalent, it outlines what the delivery model achieves or will achieve for 
sustainability. It is the visibility factor that AOEC & SSHGIEC states is going to be vital for sustainability, 
keeping in mind our efforts to deliver amidst change. 
 
AOEC & SSHGIEC’s toolkit understands that all information and knowledge for sustainability has a shelf life, 
where the interest to achieve sustainability will need to connect to changing scenarios and also address 
the need to change the technologies used to achieve 24/7 services. To help do this AOEC & SSHGIEC has 
put together a LCIA profile that can be continually changed by a UEM project team to achieve global, 
country wide, state wide, regional or neighborhood related relevance. 
 

The UEM project team can use AOEC’s ZED Proverbial to plan for and work towards a greener tomorrow.  
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A diagrammatic representation  
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